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First, the microbial mats should be described more thoroughly. I don’t see the microbial
mats in Fig. 8. These micrographs (recorded under cross polars, which is not mentionned) only show the minerals, and it is impossible to see the claimed microbial mats
– dark zones may simply represent pure epoxy resin. At least plane polarized photomicrographs of the same zones should be added to show, e.g. green-pigmented mats.
It would be better to use fluorescence techniques (e.g. Gérard et al. ISMEJ 2013,. . .)
to clearly shown the microorganisms. Also, I’m not convinced with the rock pictures
that the dark surface of the rocks is dark because of the presence of cyanobacteria,
since the basaltic rocks would also be darks: could the cyanobacteria be very thin
and transparent? Or do they have very dark pigments? Microscopy pictures of the
cyano and algae are lacking in the paper. In Fig.7b, arrows should be used to better distinguish mucilage and filaments. It is claimed that “The regular leather biofilm
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structure with distinct cyanobacterial-microalgal composition and incorporated mineral
grains is a modern analogue of some of the oldest well-described 10 Archean stromatolites (sensu Allwood et al., 2006).” – this is wrong, there is no similarity at all.
Paleoarchean stromatolites do not show trapping and binding, they only show alternance of carbonaceous laminae and silica/carbonate laminae, which is not observed
in your modern samples as you apparently only have a single mat layer with scarce
carbonate precipitation.
Second, the finding of the carbonates spicules is very interesting and well documented
and should be discussed in more depth. Many references are cited on carbonates precipitated from evaporation: do any of those resemble the spicules (I guess not, which
could be a biogenicity argument)? Moreover, a tubular hollow is shown in Fig. 8d
in a carbonate spicule and claimed as a cyanobacterial filaments: abiotic carbonates
may form hollow mineral tubes without requiring the presence of a filament of cells
(Fan & Wang, Advanced Materials, 2005). More importantly, the surface textures of
the spicules, interpreted as “worn” etching figures can also be interpreted as primary
structures: in Fig. 9 I see a new type of mesostructured carbonate crystal formed
through highly oriented growth of micro/nanocrystals: see the references below showing and discussing in vitro and biotic growth of mesocrystalline structures. In general,
mesostructured crystals strongly suggest growth in presence of organic matter, such
as mucilage.
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Minor comments:
“lake water was mostly formed by detached benthic species; no substantial phytoplankton developed in the lakes.” – is that published elsewhere (please cite) or not (maybe
show pictures of floating microorganisms) “When the biofilm gets dry, the net of precipitated micro fortified mucilage mixed with soft mineral particles and crystals of calcium
carbonate is visible (Fig. 6g, h).” – what is the structure of calcium carbonate crystals in
the dried mats (upper part of fig 6g), and how does it compares with the spicules? Also,
what do you mean by “soft mineral”? “Studies based on field or laboratory experiments
have shown that some cyanobacteria and algae are able to tolerate prolonged periods
of desiccation.” – please cite these studies “The segregation of Ca2+ and HCO−3
between ice and the residual solution depend on the freezing rate and hydrogen – oxygen isotope fractionation” – I don’t understand this sentence. Do you mean that H/O
isotope fractionations can distinguish biotic and freezing-related precipitations?
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